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ABSTRACT
Managing changes for knowledge-intensive processes like System and Software Engineering is a critical issue but far from being mastered due to the lack of supporting methods and practical tools. To manage changes systematically, a process environment is needed to control processes and to handle changes at run-time. However, such an effective environment satisfying these requirements is still missing. The reason is two-folds: first, operational process environments for system and software engineering is scarce; second, there is a lack of efficient change management mechanism integrated in such process environments.

In order to address these concerns, we aimed at developing a change-aware process environment for system and software engineering. To this aim, we proposed a change management mechanism based on (1) the Process Dependency Graph (PDG) representing the dependencies among running process instances managed by a process environment; (2) a Change Observer process to catch change events and update the PDG with run-time information; (3) a Change Analyzer component to extract the impacts of change by reasoning the PDG. In terms of implementation, to gain the benefits from the Business Process Community, where many mature Business Process Management Systems have been developed, we chose jBPM to enact and monitor processes. The key strengths of this study are: first, the PDG makes hidden dependencies among process instances emerge at run-time; second, the process observer inside the BPMS allows to handle the change events in a timely manner. Finally, the Neo4j graph database, used to store the PDG, enables efficient traversal and queries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, changes in System and Software Engineering projects are almost inevitable due to evolving requirements, resources and technologies. Changes occurring in control-flows, data-flows or resources of a running task can affect, in a chaining-fashion, other tasks either inside one organization or among different organizations. Badly managed changes can lead to unwanted reworks and cause projects to fall behind schedule, go over budget and even fail. Applying a holistic, structured approach to manage changes is then crucial to avoid adding extra cost and risk to both the project and organization levels.

Modern System and Software Engineering (SSE) projects are often extremely complex, involve multi-teams, multi-disciplines and can be realized on multi-sites. Moreover, they are inherently uncertain and highly constrained. Such a complexity makes change management in these domains a challenging issue that is far from being mastered [19]. Generally, SSE processes are coarsely described and manually implemented (especially in small-to-medium enterprises), rely on humans to follow the process models [11]. Consequently, for process performers, there is no clear understanding of process life-cycle and the connections of their tasks to others tasks in the same project or organization. This unawareness results in a poorly controlled process execution where the communication among process performers is ad hoc or ignored and the visibility of development’s activities is low. In such a situation, although each organization does have a certain change management process, it is often specially poorly applied due to the lack of a global control on process performers’ works. As pointed out in [22], no automation support for change notification and propagation is one of the most popular causes of defects in multi-disciplinary engineering environments.

From a practical point of view, we argue that even a good change management process could be failed if it is not respected by process performers. Thus, first a process environment that offers an overview of all running processes of an organization is needed. To facilitate the changes management process, this process environment should provide the effective mechanisms for first capturing
the change, second analyzing impact of the change and finally based on the results of the analysis deciding whether implement the change or not, all in a timely and systematically manner.

Traditionally the existing process environments are classified into two major groups known as Process-Centered Software Engineering Environments (PSEE) [1,13,2] and Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) [41]. The former belongs to the Software and System Process community and the latter belongs to Business Process community. In general, BPMSs have attained operational level but they are typically applied in domains with foreknown and predictable activity sequences such as production, business, and logistics [30]. But for PSEEs, after three decades of development, their maturity has stayed low [13,24]. This phenomena can be explained by the characteristic of low-level operational and collaborative workflows in system and software development which makes automated process coordination in these domains especially challenging [30]. As pointed out in [24], lack of change management supports is still one of the reasons to the problem of limited acceptance of process environments in system and software industry.

Motivated by the deficiency on the tooling level, we aim at a Change-Aware Process Environment. Of course we don’t have the ambition to propose a complete solution for change management. In this paper, we are primarily interested in the change notification issue. Change propagation is out of the scope of the presented work. Our objective is to provide an effective assistance for process performers to anticipate change implementation. Concretely, this paper addresses the following questions:

1. how to integrate a change management component into a process environment to make it become change-aware?
2. how the change management can identify automatically all of the potential process elements impacted by a change in order to notify them in a timely manner?

In resolving the above questions, the contributions of our work are:

1. an extension of the Business Process Management System (BMPS) jBPM [20] to implement explicitly a Change Management Component that captures in a centralized and continuous way all change requests sent asynchronously by various process performers. By choosing jBPM, our solution benefits from all the advantageous features of an existing, operational BPMS. To some extent, our work helps to bridge the gap between the Software and System Process and Business Process communities.
2. definition and implementation of the Process Dependency Graph (PDG) in Neo4j [31] in order to represent dependencies existing among all process elements of the system at runtime. While the dependencies inside one process instance can be extracted at build-time from the process model, the dependencies among different running processes only emerge at run-time via shared resources. In contrast to most of existing works who have concentrated on the dependencies inside one process instance, our proposition describes also inter-process dependencies, thus allows a more thorough impact analysis of changes. When a change request is made, PDG provides a sound and effective basis to traverse inside the process instance and also through other process instances to derive the affected elements.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of our approach based on a motivating example. Section 3 presents the dependency graph PDG. The architecture of our Change-Aware Process Environment as well as its implementation are reported in Section 4. Some related works are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes our paper and presents some on-going and future works.

2. APPROACH

In this section first we describe a typical situation of a change in process execution through a simple example and focus on some problem of synchronization if this change is not well managed. Then we present our general approach to tackle this issue.

In [19], the authors classified change process existing inside companies into two types: official and unofficial. Official change process is a macro-level process defining formal protocols to be respected to handle changes concerning to a company or a product. Normally at this level the change process is rather well defined and conducted. Unofficial change process happens generally inside technical processes, in the pre-certification phases, as backwards patching/debugging redesign processes where developers attempted to fix a problem quickly during the development. This type of process is often informal or semi-formal and poorly managed due to the lack of coordination among developers.

In this paper we focus on the problem of change management in the context of unofficial change processes. The following example illustrates a situation of an unofficial change based on our industry partner’s real process.

2.1 Motivating Example

Fig.1 shows a portion of a system engineering process simplified from the V-model. This example describes the happy path of the system development phase containing two technical processes System Development process denoted as $P_{sd}$ and Verification & Validation process denoted as $P_{vv}$. In our example, these two processes are performed by two different teams, respectively System Team and Test Team. The System Team defines two roles Analyst and Developer; the Test team has one role Tester.

The process starts when the Analyst receives the stakeholders’ needs and carries out the activity Define System Requirement to specify the work product System Requirement that represents characteristics of the future system (or sub-system) to be developed.
To simplify the process model, we consider the work product System Requirement that includes all necessary information for starting the development project, such as verification plan. Afterwards, Developer performs the activity Design System and produces the Design Model. Then, while the Developer performs the activities Implement System to produce the system, in parallel Tester starts the activity Prepare Testbench to develop the test environment that will be used to verify the system resulted from Implement System. These two general processes can be used for various development projects, thus, may be adapted to a specific context of a given project as illustrated in the following scenario.

Scenario Δ: Assume that there are two development projects, denoted as proj1 and proj2 which use the same processes in Fig.1 to develop two different systems. Each project contains then two process instances respectively belonging to the System Development and the VsV processes. Thus, in the development environment of the organization there are four process instances denoted as p1 ad, p1 vs, p2 ad, p2 vs. The scenario includes an analyst a1, two developers d1, d2 and two testers t1, t2. a1 and d1 participate in both projects; d2 and t1 participate in proj1; t2 is involved in proj2. We consider the following change that is identified as a common change that frequently occurs during system development. Change: Assume that in proj1 the analyst a1 has defined the system requirement SR1. The developer d1 is implementing the System S1 and the tester t1 is preparing the test bench for it. Analyst a1 switches to proj2 in order to define the system requirement SR2. In the meanwhile, project manager informs the analyst a1 of a change in stakeholders needs in proj1. Then analyst a1 returns to proj1 and produces the new version of the system requirement SR1.

In practice, if the organization does not have a supporting tool to coordinate the execution of their processes, such a change may happen with the ignorance of the concerned actors. For example, the analyst a1 can inform the developer d1 in his team about the change but forget to notify the tester t1 in another team. As a result, the tester t1 may be unaware of the change on SR1 and continue his work based on an out of date requirement. Consequently, the test environment being developed by t1 will be obsolete and not corresponding to the real system developed by d1. This situation always requires costly and stressful reworks for the Test team as well as for the project proj2. Furthermore, because of extra works for dealing with the change request in the project proj1, the analyst a1 may perform his job in the project proj2 with delay. This delay may create a domino effect and add delays to the work of other actors in the project proj2.

The above case illustrates some negative impacts of a change that is badly managed. Of course this situation could be avoided if all the actors respect the change management process so that no unnoticed change happens. Unfortunately, in reality, the scenario discussed in the above example is frequent, and it occurs in a throughhout manner due to the lack of a supporting tool to handle a change.

2.2 Proposal

The image in left of Fig.2 shows the current model of a development environment where an explicit Change Management Process is absent. Consequently, changes are handled manually, communication between concerned actors is free and ad-hoc. In such environments, the poor coordination can lead to unawareness of changes which in turn can lead to reworks.

Figure 2: Current and Desired Development Environment

In this paper, we seek to remedy the problem of unnoticed changes in order to permit concerned people to anticipate and respond to changes in order to avoid obsolete works. The ultimate goal of our work is replacing the model in left by the model in right of Fig.2. In the desired development environment in the right, we aim at providing an explicit, centralized Change Management Process which is reactive to change requests but proactive to change implementations. More precisely, first our Change Management Process must be able to capture all the change requests sent from different actors in the development as they detect some problems in their current works. Second, our Change Management Process must have a global view on the status of running elements inside the development environment.

To satisfy the first requirement, we consolidated process management mechanism and change management mechanism. Thus, our Change Management Process was developed as a component of a process environment that provides a controlled environment to systematically execute and monitor processes. Section 4 will present in details this solution.

The second requirement was fulfilled by integrating the process management mechanism and the query mechanism on the runtime process data. The result of this consolidation is the abstract graph Process Dependency Graph (PDG) which represents dependencies existing among running processes in the system (c.f. Section 3 for a more thorough description of PDG). This knowledge provides a sound base to analyze the impact of change among process elements in a timely and systematically manner.

3. PROCESS DEPENDENCY GRAPH

In general, existence of shared process elements lead to the dependencies among processes. As mentioned before, because of these dependencies, effects of a change in one process can extend to other dependent elements in other processes (as illustrated in the scenario Δ via the share of actor a1 by two projects proj1 and proj2). In order to investigate the impact of change, we need to have a global view about the system. In other words, we need a structure that specifies the existing dependencies between all running processes in the system. To this aim, we define a structure named as Process Dependency Graph (PDG). PDG is constructed based on the process information existing in the development environment. In the next section, we describe this information thoroughly.

3.1 Process Information

Generally, process information existing in the development environment can be seen in two levels: Schema-level: this level relates to process information existing at build-time that is extracted from the process models. For example the process models in Fig.1 give us the following information:

---

1 p_{i,j} indicates the process j belonged to project i
of the heterogeneity of the process data together with the process queries directly from the process logs is not an easy task because that can be manipulated as a database. However, making complex queries is a task that it points to. The reason to store this information twice is to facilitate the traversal that we will discuss later.

Temporal information:
any information about processes and activities duration.

Instance-level: this level relates to process information existing at run-time. When a process is executed, its model is instantiated and we obtain a process instance representing the running process. If a Process Management Suite (PMS) is used to manage and execute processes, at run-time PMS stores the information of running process instances in its process logs (repositories). Thus, based on these process logs, we can extract information about process instances in the system. For instance, the process logs of the system corresponding to the scenario Δ give us the run time information as illustrated in Fig.3. This figure illustrates all process information in both schema and instance levels. An element at instance level (marked as the white circle) is an instance of an element in the process model at schema-level (marked as the gray circle). For example, TR₁ and TR₂ are two instances of the work product Test Report, respectively belonged to process instances P₁.vv and P₂.vv.

\[
\text{Instance level (marked as the white circle)} \quad \text{Schema level (marked as the gray circle)}
\]

Figure 3: Process Information for the scenario Δ at schema and instance level

3.2 Structure of PDG

As mentioned above, PMS maintains a significant amount of information about the project under development in the process logs that can be manipulated as a database. However, making complex queries directly from the process logs is not an easy task because of the heterogeneity of the process data together with the process log’s access characteristics (within the context of activities that are long-lived, open-ended, and interactive) [4]. That’s why we propose PDG, an abstract graph to represent process information existing in the development environment. Querying about the status of running process instances on the PDG will be more efficient than querying directly the process logs.

PDG is defined as a directed graph composed of a set \( V \) of nodes and a set \( E \) of edges. Nodes and edges of a PDG are typed to describe different types of process elements (at instance level) and relations between them. We have three types of nodes and three types of edges, specified in the following definitions:

\[
\text{PDG} = (V, E)
\]

\[
V : \{ \text{node\_task} \} \cup \{ \text{node\_workproduct} \} \cup \{ \text{node\_actor} \}
\]

\[
E : \{ \text{edge\_data} \} \cup \{ \text{edge\_precede} \} \cup \{ \text{edge\_perform} \}
\]

3.2.1 Nodes of PDG

Each type of nodes has properties and status which are defined as follows:

- \textbf{node\_task}: represents a task of a process instance.

\[
\text{node\_task} = (\text{name, task\_id, process\_id, task\_status, duration})
\]

A newly created task starts in the "created" stage. The task will stay "created" until one of actors claims the task, indicating that he or she will be executing it. When the user who has claimed the task starts executing it, the task status will change from "created" to "inprogress". Lastly, once the user has performed and completed the task, the task status will change to "completed". In this step, the user can optionally specify the result data related to the task. If the task could not be completed, the user could also indicate this by using a fault response, possibly including fault data, in which case the status would change to "failed".

- \textbf{node\_workproduct}: represents a concrete work product (data) inside a process instance. The status of a work product is the same as the status of the task producing it.

\[
\text{node\_workproduct} = (\text{work\_product\_name, work\_product\_id, work\_product\_status})
\]

- \textbf{node\_actor}: represents a real actor in the system. An actor may involve in several process instances. We assume that the status of an actor is managed by both the task management component and the resource management component integrated to the PMS.

\[
\text{node\_actor} = (\text{actor\_info, actor\_status})
\]

Actor can be seen as a special kind of resources of an organization. Other kind of share-able resources as test-benches, locals, etc. can also be treated in a similar way.

3.2.2 Edges of PDG

Edges in PDG are used to represent different types of relationships among process elements. Properties and status of each type of edges are defined as follows:

- \textbf{edge\_perform}: represents the association between an actor and the task that he performs. Status of the edge is the same as the status of the task that it points to. The reason to store this information twice is to facilitate the traversal that we will discuss later.

\[
\text{edge\_perform} = (\text{actor\_info, process\_id, task\_id, start, duration, status})
\]

- \textbf{edge\_data}: represents the association between a data and the task that uses or produces it:

\[
\text{edge\_data} = (\text{data\_info, node\_loc, node\_ces, status})
\]

status \( \in \{ \text{sent, not - sent} \} \)

- \textbf{edge\_precede}: represents association between two sequential tasks that share nothing between each other (i.e., no exchanged work resources, test-benches, etc.)

### List of system projects:

- Project = \{ system project \}

### List of process models:

- \( p\_models = \{ P_1, P_2, \ldots \} \)

### List of roles:

- role = \{ analyst, developer, tester \}

### List of task definitions:

- task = \{ define system requirement, design system, implement system, prepare testbench, test system \}

### List of work products:

- workproduct = \{ stakeholder need, system requirement, design model, system, test report \}

### Temporal information:

- any information about processes and activities duration.

### Instance-level:

This level relates to process information existing at run-time. When a process is executed, its model is instantiated and we obtain a process instance representing the running process. If a Process Management Suite (PMS) is used to manage and execute processes, at run-time PMS stores the information of running process instances in its process logs (repositories). Thus, based on these process logs, we can extract information about process instances in the system. For instance, the process logs of the system corresponding to the scenario Δ give us the run time information as illustrated in Fig.3. This figure illustrates all process information in both schema and instance levels. An element at instance level (marked as the white circle) is an instance of an element in the process model at schema-level (marked as the gray circle). For example, TR₁ and TR₂ are two instances of the work product Test Report, respectively belonged to process instances P₁.vv and P₂.vv.

\[
\text{Instance level (marked as the white circle)} \quad \text{Schema level (marked as the gray circle)}
\]

Figure 3: Process Information for the scenario Δ at schema and instance level

3.2 Structure of PDG

As mentioned above, PMS maintains a significant amount of information about the project under development in the process logs that can be manipulated as a database. However, making complex queries directly from the process logs is not an easy task because of the heterogeneity of the process data together with the process log’s access characteristics (within the context of activities that are long-lived, open-ended, and interactive) [4]. That’s why we propose PDG, an abstract graph to represent process information existing in the development environment. Querying about the status of running process instances on the PDG will be more efficient than querying directly the process logs.

PDG is defined as a directed graph composed of a set \( V \) of nodes and a set \( E \) of edges. Nodes and edges of a PDG are typed to describe different types of process elements (at instance level) and relations between them. We have three types of nodes and three types of edges, specified in the following definitions:

\[
\text{PDG} = (V, E)
\]

\[
V : \{ \text{node\_task} \} \cup \{ \text{node\_workproduct} \} \cup \{ \text{node\_actor} \}
\]

\[
E : \{ \text{edge\_data} \} \cup \{ \text{edge\_precede} \} \cup \{ \text{edge\_perform} \}
\]

3.2.1 Nodes of PDG

Each type of nodes has properties and status which are defined as follows:

- \textbf{node\_task}: represents a task of a process instance.

\[
\text{node\_task} = (\text{name, task\_id, process\_id, task\_status, duration})
\]

A newly created task starts in the "created" stage. The task will stay "created" until one of actors claims the task, indicating that he or she will be executing it. When the user who has claimed the task starts executing it, the task status will change from "created" to "inprogress". Lastly, once the user has performed and completed the task, the task status will change to "completed". In this step, the user can optionally specify the result data related to the task. If the task could not be completed, the user could also indicate this by using a fault response, possibly including fault data, in which case the status would change to "failed".

- \textbf{node\_workproduct}: represents a concrete work product (data) inside a process instance. The status of a work product is the same as the status of the task producing it.

\[
\text{node\_workproduct} = (\text{work\_product\_name, work\_product\_id, work\_product\_status})
\]

- \textbf{node\_actor}: represents a real actor in the system. An actor may involve in several process instances. We assume that the status of an actor is managed by both the task management component and the resource management component integrated to the PMS.

\[
\text{node\_actor} = (\text{actor\_info, actor\_status})
\]

Actor can be seen as a special kind of resources of an organization. Other kind of share-able resources as test-benches, locals, etc. can also be treated in a similar way.

3.2.2 Edges of PDG

Edges in PDG are used to represent different types of relationships among process elements. Properties and status of each type of edges are defined as follows:

- \textbf{edge\_perform}: represents the association between an actor and the task that he performs. Status of the edge is the same as the status of the task that it points to. The reason to store this information twice is to facilitate the traversal that we will discuss later.

\[
\text{edge\_perform} = (\text{actor\_info, process\_id, task\_id, start, duration, status})
\]

- \textbf{edge\_data}: represents the association between a data and the task that uses or produces it:

\[
\text{edge\_data} = (\text{data\_info, node\_loc, node\_ces, status})
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status \( \in \{ \text{sent, not - sent} \} \)

- \textbf{edge\_precede}: represents association between two sequential tasks that share nothing between each other (i.e., no exchanged work resources, test-benches, etc.)
product or shared actor).

\[ \text{edge}_{\text{precede}} = (\text{edge}_{\text{in}}) \]

In order to clarify the structure of the PDG, Fig.4 is provided to illustrate the PDG presenting the system in the scenario \( \Delta \) at run time. To simplify the visualization of the PDG, two projects along with their processes are annotated inside the dashed rectangles. In our scenario, shared elements among processes are established by the work products \textit{System Requirement} \( \text{SR} \) and \( \text{System S} \) inside each project and the actor \( a_1 \) among two projects.

### 3.3 Storing PDG in a Graph Database

The PDG describing the running processes of an organization can be huge. Thus, in order to store and manipulate efficiently the PDG, we explored the use of NoSQL data management system, in particular on systems proposing native graph data management. A graph database is typically substantially faster for connected data sets and uses a schema-less, bottoms-up model that is ideal for capturing ad-hoc and rapidly changing data [39].

To this aim, Neo4j [31], an object oriented and open-source graph databases, has been chosen. Neo4j allows us to store and query the PDG in an efficient way thanks to its following advantages:
- powerful traversal framework for high-speed traversals, \(^2\)
- declarative graph query language Cypher,
- high integration capability for running as embedded in JVM process via a Neo4j Core-Java-API,
- access to the standalone Neo4j Server via its HTTP API.

### 4. CHANGE-AWARE PROCESS ENVIRONMENT

This section describes our solution to deal with poorly managed changes during execution of processes. Although this work targets more specially on technical software and system engineering process, it can be also used by processes in other domains. Our aim is to consolidate two mechanisms of process management and change management to form a change-aware process environment as illustrated in Fig.5.

This environment is composed of two main components: a \textit{PMS} to support process management and a \textit{Change Management Component} to handle changes. In the next sections, we explain each component in details.

#### 4.1 Process Management System

As introduced in Section 1, \textit{Process Management System} or PMS is a software that supports modeling, execution, and monitoring of processes throughout their life cycles. In our proposal, PMS provides the basis to control systematically process worker’s activities and to obtain a global view on the organization’s development environment status. Our idea is to enrich an existing PMS with a change management mechanism and not develop a new PMS from scratch. Moreover, to facilitate the adoption of our work, we consider the PMSs supporting the standardized process modeling languages. The benefits of this choice is obvious, but it also imposes some limitations on our selection (not too many choices) and some...
difficulties on our implementation (dependent on a complex architecture and API of an existing system).

Our motivation is assisting software and system processes, so first we looked for PSEE supporting the SPoM [34] modeling language. However, very few academic works as [5, 36] attempting to offer prototypes to enact SPM process model. There is the commercial tool IBM Rational Team Concert [17], but it offers a limited extensibility. To enact SPM, the solutions suggested by OMG [34] are: mapping the processes into Project Plans and acting them with project planning systems; or mapping the process to a business flow or execution language and then executing this representation using a workflow engine.

The later solution is more tempting for us thanks to its large choices of operational and open-source Business Process Management Systems. Most of BPMSSs support the business process modeling standard BPMN [35] and their workflow engine execute the operational process model in BPEL [32] or transforming them to their internal process definition structure (object process definition). BPMN is not dedicated to software and system processes, but several solutions have been proposed to convert process models in SPM to an operational process modeling language for BPMSSs, such as the works in [42, 9]. Although we did some adjustments and learned some interesting lessons on using BPMN to model software and system processes, discussion about the similarity between these two standards is out of scope of this paper. Here, we make an assumption that we have well-defined process models of software and system engineering processes in BPMN that can be executed in a supporting BPMSS.

Based on the features of existing BPMSSs, we chose jBPM [20], a flexible, light-weight, fully open-source and extensible BPMSS, for developing our PMS component. Like other BPMSSs, jBPM is composed of several components that each one resolves one particular function inside the BPMSS architecture as shown in Fig.5. The core part of jBPM is the run-time environment who receives the process models modeled by an integrated web editor and stored in a process repository. The jBPM process engine is the module in charge of enacting processes. It creates new process instances and keeps track of their states and their internal steps. jBPM also provides persistence for the process’s executions by storing running process steps into the Persistence and Transaction database to make restoring the process instance as efficient as possible. Furthermore, in order to keep historical information about process executions separately, it uses the Audit/History logs that later can be used to conduct process analysis.

jBPM is used as the core of our process environment. Thanks to its API we can extend jBPM by:

1. Developing a new end user interface to allow process workers notifying a change during executing a task in an asynchronous manner,

2. Developing a central Change Management Process and integrating it as a component of the whole jBPM system to capture and analyze any signaled change in the development environment.

The next section presents in detail the Change Management Component and the above extensions.

4.2 Change Management Component

The core of our proposal is the change management component. This component turns the process environment (PMS) to a change-aware environment by providing a layer between the process work-
CR

As explained in Section 4.2, our process environment provides a mechanism to allow process workers to send a change request at any moment when executing a task (c.f. Fig.7(b)). The sub-component Observer is responsible to catch the change requests and invoke the Analyzer to handle each received change request.

It means that the Change Management has the responsibility of allowing actions sending change request which cannot be foreseen and modeled previously in the process models. To enable this concurrency and asynchronous execution of change request signaling, we implemented the Observer as an asynchronous handler. Thanks to the advanced features of jBPM 6.0, i.e. Multiple knowledge sessions, persistence and WorkItemHandler backed with jbpm executor, the implementation of Observer, even complicated, was done successfully.

Whenever a change occurs, the process worker (also known as change initiator) signals the change request CR along with the specification of the concerned element.

**DEFINITION 1.** A change request (CR) is defined as a tuple CR(t_id, p_id, n_concerned) where,

• t_id is the task id,
• p_id is the process id,
• n_concerned is the concerned change element.

In the implementation of the change request CR, the t_id and p_id of the change initiator process are obtained automatically from jBPM logs. On the other side, Observer, as a change handler, takes care of these change requests as described in Algorithm 2.

For each received change request, Observer updates the schema of the PDG (that is already constructed by the Parser as presented in the previous section) by adding to PDG’s nodes and edges the run-time information such as current state of the processes, tasks, list of actors, temporal information, etc. This run-time information, achieved thanks to the APIs provided by jBPM, is obtained from two jBPM’s process logs: persistence and history log. The former stores the information of the active processes (in-memory) and the latter stores the historical information of completed process instances. Result of this phase is a PDG that represents the run-time situation of process instances at the time of change. Based on the information of CR, Observer calls the Analyzer to extract from PDG the elements affected by the change request CR.

input : Change Request cr , PDG = (V, E)  
output: Updated PDG udpdg = (V, E)  

**Procedure Observer ()**

- listen to the change request cr;  
- impact graph ← n;  
- for each cr do  
- update PDG;  
- call Analyzer ( updg, node_concerned node);  
- end

Algorithm 2: Observer Algorithm

4.2.3 Analyzer

This component has the responsibility of traversing the PDG and extracting the elements potentially affected by a change request CR. The result of the traversal is a digraph so-called Impact Graph (IG) which is defined as follows:

\[ IG = (V, E) \]

V : affected nodes  
E = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\}  
\[ \forall e \in E \mid e = (n_i, n_j) \Rightarrow n_i \text{ impacts } n_j \]

Invoked by Observer, Traversal starts by receiving the updated PDG and the concerned change initiator node_concerned. It traverses the PDG in two directions by using three types of edges: by edge_data and edge_precede to traverse inside a process instance; by edge_perform and edge_preceded to go outside a process instance.

Finally Analyzer outputs the impact graph IG which is an extraction of the global PDG but contains only the process elements impacted by a (future) change. These elements are detected by the emerging dependencies among run-time process elements in the PDG based on shared data, actor or on the temporal sequences.

Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo code of the traversal. For its implementation we used the Neo4j Core-Java-API to develop a Neo4j embedded application in our JVM process. Thus, we can benefit not only an object-oriented approach to manipulate the graph database, working with Nodes, Relationships and Paths, but also a highly customizable high-speed traversal- and graph-algorithm implementations.

The obtained IG is considered as the base to conduct impact analysis at different levels according to a specific need of change manager. For instance, IG can show only the dependencies at process, data or actor level. This can be achieved by defining some...
query templates in Cypher language [31] that look up the IG from different points of interest. For instance, Fig.8 shows the IG of the scenario \( \Delta \) in the process and data levels. In Fig.8(a) we can observe the dependency between two process instances \( p_{1, sd} \) and \( p_{2, sd} \) (by sharing the same actor \( a_1 \), but this information is hidden in the process models). Fig.8(b) shows only the data dependencies among the work products.

In principle, we can go further in such analysis by annotating the nodes of the IG with some interesting metrics such as work product completion percentage. That means that, for any affected work product the percentage of its completion at the time of change can be estimated based on the duration of the task that produces it. However, this feature, which is dependent on a specific given domain for calculating the required metrics, is not presented in this paper but in our previous work [14, 27].

![Figure 8: Example of different Impact Graphs](image)

**Algorithm 3: Analyzer Algorithm**

```
input : UPDG = (V, E) & node_concerned_node = n
output: ImpactGraph = (V, E)
Procedure GenImpactGraph (UPDG, n)
queue ← n;
impact graph ← n;
while queue is not empty do
    x ← queue;
    for each y such that (x, y) is edge_data or edge_perform
        or edge_precede do
        if (x, y) is edge_data & \( t_{before} \neq t_{after} \) & \( t_{after} < t_{des} \)
            then
                GenImpactGraph(UPDG, y);
                queue ← y;
            else if (x, y) is edge_perform & status ≠
                completed & edge_perform affects by adaptation
                then
                    for each z such that (y, z) affects by
                        adaptation do
                        GenImpactGraph(UPDG, z);
                        queue ← z;
                    end
                else if (x, y) is edge_precede & (x, y) status = = not visited
                then
                    GenImpactGraph(UPDG, z);
                end
        end
    end
```

5. RELATED WORK

Change management can be tackled from different perspectives, such as process perspective, tool perspective and product perspective [19]. Also according to [19], tools and methods to support the change process can be divided into two groups: (1) those that help managing the workflow or documentation of the process and (2) those which support engineers in making decisions at a particular point in the engineering change process (e.g. the risk/impact analysis phase).

We use this structure to discuss some similar works on the tool perspective in Business Process, System and Software Engineering communities.

**Work flow/documentation support:** computer-based tools have been recognized as an essential to support engineering change [16]. In terms of academic works, Chen et al. [8] proposed a tool to support distributed engineering change management linking with Concurrent Engineering. Lee et al. [23] introduced a prototype for collaborative environment for engineering change management which combines ontology-based representations of engineering cases, case-based reasoning for retrieval and a collaboration model. In Business Process community, many of existing works on change management focus on proposing mechanisms to enable process adaptation and changes propagation. Most of the researches [37, 28, 29, 25, 26, 6] have investigated solutions for process adaptation. Reichert et al. gave in [38] a good survey on the flexibility of workflow system in order to response better to changes. However, these studies stay as prototypes which are difficult to be validated in industries.

In terms of commercial tools, in Engineering domain, tools such as IBM Rational Team Concert [17] and Siemens TeamCenter [40] provide the control for collaborative work. However, these tools in general are costly, very complex to use and to customize, thus few companies have adopted them in their environment. In business process domain, many commercial tools have been developed, among them we cite the most interesting such as Bonita [7], jBPM [20] and AristaFlow [3]. The good point of these BPMs is that they offer partial or full open-source API that enable extensions in staying with standardized and operational environments. Envisaging an validation of our prototype in software and system industry, we need to keep this vision as standard and operational. That’s why we developed our academic prototype based on jBPM.

**Decision making support:** a wide variety of techniques are used in the context of impact analysis and change propagation [16]. There is currently no commercial package that helps predict the effect of a change, however some work is being carried out in academic institutions [19]. A tool called Change Prediction Method (CPM) aims at realizing of how changes spread through a product by using Design Structure Matrix (DSM) as the basis of the product model. The tool uses a simple model of risk, where the likelihood of a change propagating is differentiated from the impact of such an occurrence. This technique has been used in many other works [18, 33, 21]. Grantham-Lough et al. [12] applied prediction methods for change propagation and risk estimations based on the functional decomposition of the product in early design stages. Their methods utilize history of design failures and assume that the behavior of past products is sufficiently similar to current or new products. As a result, tools show a diversity of approaches but based on prediction approaches. Their applicability reduces in the real-time change analysis when time plays a major role in informing the change affected partners.

Impact Analysis of change is also an important topic in business process research. In [10], a change propagation approach called Refine Process Structure Tree is proposed to deal with change in process choreographies. This approach addresses both phases of process change but only inside one process instance. Approval of a
change is done by negotiations among change initiator and affected partners. By contrast, our approach derives the impact of change inside and among process instances and also provides useful metrics in order to facilitate the negotiation phase. Muler in [29] dealt with logical failures management in inter-workflow collaboration scenarios and extends the previous work [28] by adding temporal and qualitative implications of workflow adaptation. Temporal implications of an adaptation are determined by estimating the duration required to execute the dynamically adapted workflow and by comparing it with originally fixed time constraints. The metrics used in their approach are for deriving the essence of adaptation not for measuring the impact of the adaptation. Impact of change among process instances was not investigated as they considered only the impact of adaptation in one process instance.

6. CONCLUSIONS

To date, lack of gap between the process management and change management is visible. Companies have a general lack of understanding of how changes are connected; if the change situation is not really realized (lack of communication), a tool can only provide limited help. Advantages of combing both approaches in a tool can lead to decreasing the highly cost of reworks by providing communication and synchronization through the system [19].

Convinced by the above statement, we have developed a prototype of a Change-Aware Process Environment that consolidates the process management and the change management into one tool. The assistance provided to process performers allows them handle the change in a centralized and proactive way so that they can better anticipate and response to changes.

One key strength of this work is the tool development that is aligned to existing standards (BPMN, XPDL) and operational process environment (JPBM). Another contribution is the exploitation of run-time process information to analyze the hidden dependencies via shared resources. Thanks to this emergent dependencies, our solution can detect the affected elements outside a process instance initiating the change. The prototype, implemented in Java with the APIs of JPBM and Neo4j, is operational and is being validated with the case studies provided by our industry partners.

In the first stage, this work confirms the possibility of extending a BPMS to manage software and system process. The major limitation of the proposed process environment is that it was not integrated to the working environment of process performer, i.e. separated to their own development tools. We recognized that this point is one of the biggest obstacles for making process environments adopted by industry, especially by software and system engineers. We envisage to study how to make some connections between the process environment and the process performer working tools without losing the genericity of the process environment.

On learning using a (B)PMS for modeling and enacting a real software and system process, we also perceived an important limitation of the traditional process environments in practice: they require as input the well-defined, executable process models which, in general, do not exist. To remedy this problem, our future works aim at a bottom-up approach for process environment in order to enable operational process model to emerge from the end-users side.
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